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Abstract

The goal of this chapter is to review the most recent trends to produce cellulose nanoparticles and nanocomposites with biomedical applications. These particles could be named as bacterial cellulose, cellulose nanofibers, and cellulose nanocrystals. The production of these nanoparticles with diameters below 100 nm is challenging because of the strong agglomeration tendency which occur upon drying aqueous cellulose suspensions or during the compounding process with hydrophobic polymers. Typically, the physical and mechanical properties of these nanoparticles depend on the source of cellulose and the extraction process employed. Cellulose nanoparticles are obtained by mechanical, chemical, or enzymatic process treatments to open the structure of the cellulose source and facilitate accessibility to its microstructure. Usually, a combination of these processes makes the extraction more efficient.

On the other hand, cellulose and polymer nanocomposites are commonly produced by techniques such as solvent evaporation, melt compounding, compression molding, impregnation, and electrospinning. The most salient nanocellulose applications discussed in this chapter deal with the production of bandages, implants, skins replacements for burnings, face masks, artificial blood vessels, cuffs for nerve surgery, drug delivery, cell carriers, and support matrices for enzyme immobilization, and silver nanoparticles as antimicrobial agents in wound dressing.
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1. Introduction

Cellulose is the most abundant, renewable, and sustainable biopolymer on earth. It is present in plants, tunicates, and some bacteria. For instance, it is present in the cell wall of wood fibers along with hemicellulose and lignin. The cellulose fibers are composed of microfibrils that, in turn, are composed of elementary fibrils, which are the basic structural units. These elementary fibrils or nanofibers are about 2–20 nm in diameter and a few micrometers in length. About 30 to 100 cellulose chains aggregate into an elementary fibril. There are regions within each of these elementary fibrils, where the cellulose chains are arranged in highly ordered (crystalline) structures and regions that are disordered (amorphous) [1]. These elementary fibrils are formed during cellulose biosynthesis. Each microfibril is a flexible hair strand composed of cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) linked along with cellulose nanofibers (CNF) [2] (Fig. 1). The terms nanofibrils, nanofibers, and elementary fibrils are usually employed as synonyms. A CNF is a bulky, moderately degraded cellulose with a large surface area with diameter ranging from 20 to 60 nm and length of several micrometers. It presents a weblike structure, and the length/diameter ratio is very high. They are usually extracted by mechanical treatment without using acid hydrolysis. Conversely, when subjected to acid hydrolysis, cellulose microfibrils undergo transverse cleavage along the amorphous regions, and the use of sonication results in CNC also referred as cellulose nanowhiskers, or nanorods. Thus, CNCs are described as the crystalline region of cellulose and exhibits a rodlike shape having a low aspect ratio [2, 3]. Its elastic modulus can be compared to the modulus of crystalline cellulose (up to 140 GPa) due to its high hydrogen bonding capability. Further, cellulose nanoparticles degrade faster than other nanoparticles such as fullerenes and carbon nanotubes, which do not degrade at all [4].

Another type of nanocellulose is bacterial cellulose (BC), which is produced as an extracellular primary metabolite by bacteria belonging to the genera Acetobacter (Gluconacetobacter), Agrobacterium, Acanthamoeba, Achromobacter, Zooglea, Aerobacter, Azotobacter, Rhizobium, Sarcina, Salmonella, Escherichia, Pseudomonas, and Alcaligenes [5]. However, the most efficient producer of bacterial cellulose (BC) is Acetobacter xylinum (or Gluconacetobacter xylinus). BC is secreted as a ribbon-shaped fibril, of less than 100 nm wide, which is composed of nanofibrils of 2–4 nm in diameter. These microfibril bundles have excellent intrinsic properties due to their high crystallinity (84–89%), elastic modulus of ~78 GPa, high water holding capacity, and high degree of polymerization (up to 8,000) [6]. BC, when compressed into sheets, exhibits a highly planar orientation [7]. BC is degraded by few bacterial strains such as Trichoderma viride at pH values ranging from 4.5 to 6.0 [8–12]. BC is highly hydrated and no chemical treatments are needed to remove lignin and hemicellulose [13, 14]. For those reasons, BC is preferred for tissue and bone growth. The goal of this chapter is to describe and discuss the state of the art for the production of cellulose nanoparticles such as cellulose nanofibers, cellulose nanocrystals, bacterial cellulose, and their composites intended for biomedical applications.
2. Preparation of cellulose nanofibers

CNF is mainly extracted from wood. However, it can be extracted from natural resources such as such as sisal [15], flax, hemp, grass [16], sorghum, barley, sugar cane [17], pineapple leaf fibers [18], banana rachis [19], soy hulls [20], algae [21], bacterial cellulose, kenaf stem, swede root, wheat straw [22], carrots, empty fruit bunches, potato pulp, branch bark of mulberry [23], bagasse, rice straw, chardonnay grape skins [24], stems of cacti, coconut husk [25], bamboo, pea hull fiber, cotton and industrial bioresidues [26]. Pineapple leaf and jute fibers are the best sources for its extraction due to the low cost, abundance, and high cellulose content (60–70%) [27]. The size of CNF depends on the source and exhibits an entangled morphology with an aspect ratio over 250. For instance, CNF obtained from wheat straw, soy hull, and soybean stock have diameters ranging from 10 to 80 nm, from 20 to 120 nm, and from 50 to 100 nm, respectively [28, 29]. Nevertheless, other researchers have obtained CNF from sisal, carrots, beet pulp, and Luffa cylindrical with smaller diameters of 20–65 nm, 3–36 nm, 30–100 nm, and 55 nm, respectively. These nonwooden sources contain less lignin and require less processing steps and energy consumption due to the less tightly bound microfibril in the primary cell wall than wood. There are several extraction methods to obtain CNF [30–32] (Fig. 2). They can be performed by mechanical techniques such as grinding, cryocrushing with liquid nitrogen, high-pressure homogenization, etc. In addition, different chemical alkali and enzymatic hydrolysates can be utilized before mechanical processes in order to promote the accessibility.
of hydroxyl groups, increase the inner surface, alter crystallinity, break cellulose hydrogen bonds, and therefore boost the reactivity of the fibers.

2.1. Mechanical treatments

The mechanical treatments can isolate CNF from the primary and secondary cell wall without severely degrading cellulose. For instance, microfluidization and high-intensity ultrasonic treatments produce a high shear gradients causing transverse cleavage along the longitudinal axis of the cellulose fibers, and as a result, they tend to damage the microfibril structure by reducing the molar mass and degree of crystallinity. Depending on the mechanical force levels and types of mechanical treatment, interfibrillar hydrogen bonding are broken [2, 32, 33]. However, the mechanical methods exhibit high production costs (tools and materials); they are also less efficient and require greater energy than the chemical methods [34].

For this reason, a chemical pretreatment reduces energy consumption and makes the surface more hydrophobic. Further, the mechanical treatment usually reduces the degree of polymerization (DP) from 1,200 to 1,400 to a DP between 850 and 500. A high cellulose DP is desirable since this is correlated with the nanofiber tensile strength, which can be at least 2 GPa [22, 35]

2.1.1. High-Pressure Homogenization (HPH)

In this process, dilute slurries of cellulose fibers (2–7% w/v) are passed through a spring-loaded valve assembly, at high pressure (8,000 psi), low velocity and exposed to a pressure drop to atmospheric condition while the valve opens and closes in a cyclic motion. This results in high shear and impact forces generated in a minute gap of the valve maintained at a temperature of 70–80°C [30]. As a result, the cell wall is peeled off and the DP is reduced [35, 36]. For instance, the DP is reduced from 2720 to 740 when cotton is used as a source of cellulose. Usually, this method produces fibers with diameters between 20 and 100 nm and lengths of several tens of micrometers. However, this method present some problems such as clogging of the homogenizer, high energy consumption, and mechanical damage of the crystalline microfibril structure [34, 36, 37]. HPH also decreases the crystallinity of nanofibers by increasing the number of passes.

2.1.2. Microfluidization

It is a process by which a fiber suspension is pumped through thin z-shaped chambers under a high pressure (~30,000 psi). The slurry is accelerated and led into the interaction chamber where it passes through geometrically fixed microchannels at very high velocities. Thin Z-shaped chambers with different sizes generate a high shear rate and impact forces against colliding streams. A microfluidizer generates CNFs with several micrometers in length and less than 100 nm in diameter.

2.1.3. Grinding

This is a single process by which the cellulose suspension is passed through an ultrafine grinder where the upper stone is static and the lower stone is rotating at 1400–1500 rpm. As a result, the cell wall structure is broken down by shear forces generating a gel due to the heat generated
by friction while evaporating water. However, a mechanical damage of the fiber would occur [38]. This process has been used to extract CNFs from wheat straw and soy hulls [39]. Compression is a modified grinding system by which delignified fibers of cellulosic materials are placed in a bed of stripes placed between the two plates and subjected to a constant load of 10 tons for several seconds. However, in this process fibers in the micrometer rather in the nanometer size range are obtained [40].

2.1.4. Cryocrushing

In this process, swollen cellulosic fibers are immersed in liquid nitrogen. These brittle fibers are subsequently crushed by high shear and impact forces. As a result, ice crystals exert pressure on the cell walls, causing them to rupture. Usually, this method produces CNFs with diameters ranging from 30 to 80 nm [3].

2.1.5. High-intensity ultrasonication

It is a mechanical process in which oscillating power is used to isolate CNFs by hydrodynamic forces of ultrasound [41]. During the process, cavitation leads to a formation of powerful oscillating high intensive waves. These microscopic gas bubbles expand and implode breaking down cellulose fibers. However, a large feed concentration and a large distance from probe to beaker is not advantageous for fibrillation. A typical treatment requires a cylindrical titanium alloy probe tip of 1.5 cm in diameter, high temperatures, 1000 W power, and 20–25 kHz for ~30 min [42].

2.1.6. Steam explosion

It is a thermomechanical process (200–270°C) that exposes cellulose to a high pressure of steam (14–16 bar). As a result, it penetrates the biomass by diffusion for short periods of time (20 s to 20 min), followed by a sudden decompression (explosion) generating shear forces which hydrolyze the glycosidic and hydrogen bonds between the glucose chains [31].

All the above-described mechanical methods demands a high energy consumption (20,000–30,000 kWh/tonne), which prevents their successful commercialization. Therefore, by combining the mechanical treatment with enzymatic or chemical pretreatments, it is possible to decrease the high energy consumption.

2.2. Electrospinning

In this electromechanical method, a cellulose dispersion is extruded and electrospun under the effect of a high electric field. Thus, a charged stream of cellulose dispersion is ejected following a 3D spiral trajectory. Once the solvent evaporates, it leaves behind a randomly oriented nanofibers in the collector [43]. This is a quite simple and cost-effective process. The morphology of the CNFs produced by this technology depends on factors such as the electric field strength, solution feed rate, tip-to-collector distance, etc. [43].
Figure 2. Conventional treatments to obtain cellulose nanoparticles.
2.3. Enzymatic hydrolysis

In this treatment, an enzyme is used to modify and/or degrade the lignin and hemicelluloses, while preventing the cellulose region. These enzymes are produced by celllobiohydrolases, which are A- and B-type cellulases able to attack the crystalline portion of cellulose, and endoglucanases C and D type, which are able to attack the disordered structure (amorphous) of cellulose [12]. Celllobiohydrolases and endoglucanases have strong synergistic effects. Thus, pretreated fibers subjected to the lowest enzyme concentration (0.02%) disintegrate, while molecular weight and fiber length are preserved. Endoglucanases cleave the noncovalent internal bonds, whereas exoglucanases attack the terminal glycosidic bonds [44]. Furthermore, *Trichoderma reesei* and *A. xylinum* produce enzymes which are able to reduce the size of microcrystalline cellulose. Enzymatic methods are highly costly due to the isolation process of the enzymes and the long enzymatic treatment time required for a successful hydrolysis [31].

3. Preparation of cellulose nanocrystals

CNCs are commonly isolated from cellulose fibers by acid hydrolysis. Tunicin is a cellulose extracted from sea animal sources made up of highly crystalline nanofibers and has an helical organization. It has a high modulus, a high aspect ratio, and good compatibility with matrix materials [45]. This cellulose is obtained by cutting into small fragments followed by bleaching. Subsequently, CNC is extracted from bleached samples by acid hydrolysis with 64 v/v% H$_2$SO$_4$, for 5 h, at 50°C. Typically, the diameter, the length, and the aspect ratio of CNC are 4–25 nm, 100–500 nm, and 15–50, respectively. Among the many cellulosic sources used for its isolation, cotton constitutes the main source. It exhibits an elongated crystalline rodlike shape and has a limited flexibility since it has no amorphous regions. These CNC have a degree of crystallinity from 55% to 90%. Moreover, the degree of crystallinity, aspect ratio, and morphology depends on the source of cellulosic material and preparation conditions [46].

A typical production process involves acid hydrolysis, washing, centrifugation, dialysis, and sonication to form a suspension followed by drying [47]. The main process for the preparation of CNCs is based on strong acid hydrolysis under strictly controlled conditions of concentration, temperature, agitation, and time. The mineral acid breaks the β-1,4 glycosidic bonds in cellulose. During hydrolysis, the amorphous regions are attacked, leaving the crystalline regions intact [48]. The resulting suspension is washed and centrifuged, and dialysis is performed to remove any free acid molecules. Microbial hydrolysis has also been utilized to produce CNCs. This microbial hydrolysis is eco-friendly and does not require any surface modification [44]. The charge and colloidal behavior of CNCs depends on the acid used for the production. Sulfuric and hydrochloric acids are the most commonly used, but phosphoric and hydrobromic acids have also been used [7].

For instance, hydrolysis with 63.5 v/v% H$_2$SO$_4$ for 2 h leads to a 30% yield, a width narrower than 10 nm and length ranging between 200 and 400 nm [3]. Smaller CNCs are obtained by increasing hydrolysis time and acid concentration [15]. Another treatment employs wood pulp.
boiled with 2.5 N sulfuric acid for 12 h, generating CNCs with lengths between 50 and 60 nm and widths between 5 and 10 nm [49].

The physical characteristics of CNCs depend on the origin of cellulose sources, concentration of acid, types of acid, reaction time, and temperature [3]. If sulfuric acid (50–70% w/v), temperature of 20–70°C, rate of 500 rpm, and time of 0.5–6 h are employed, esterification also occurs forming “cellulose sulfate,” resulting in a negatively charged surface on the cellulose crystallites. Longer hydrolysis time and higher temperature generate shorter nanocrystals with higher surface charge, high crystallinity (~80%), and narrower polydispersity [50–53]. However, the very limited commercial availability of CNC is due to the time consuming production process and the low yield produced, especially if the initial amount of amorphous cellulose is very high. The aggregation of CNC occurs with HCl, but sulfuric acid creates charged sulfate esters promoting the dispersion of the CNCs in water preventing aggregation. The combination of both sulfuric and hydrochloric acids during hydrolysis generates spherical nanoparticles with improved thermal stability due to the reduced presence of sulfate groups on their surface. The negative surface charge of CNCs stabilizes the aqueous suspension against flocculation, but this charge also compromises the thermostability of nanocrystals. Therefore, the increase in the sulfate group content decreases the temperature at which thermal degradation takes place [54]. CNCs also exhibit chiral nematic liquid crystalline alignments, which are seen as a flow of birefringence between two crossed polarizing films.

### 4. Pretreatment processes

The aim of the pretreatment process is to remove ashes, waxes, lignin, hemicellulose, and other noncellulosic compounds, which are crucial to produce pure cellulosic products such as CNFs and CNCs [30–32]. A pretreatment also reduces the energy demand of mechanical processes from 20,000 to 30,000 kWh/tonne to 1000 kWh/tonne. The types of pretreatments applied on different raw materials such as tunicate, algae, and bacteria cellulose have been reported previously [21, 55]. The alkaline delignification and organosolvation with acetic acid, aqueous methanol, or ethanol are also considered as pretreatment processes [56, 57].

#### 4.1. Alkaline hydrolysis

Alkaline treatments are conducted when a more effective lignin, hemicellulose, and pectin solubilization and removal is needed. Alkaline extraction needs to be controlled to avoid cellulose degradation [3]. A typical treatment involves dipping of fibers in a 5% sodium hydroxide solution for ~48 h at 30°C. At pH >12, NaOH reduces super oxide radicals (−O2•−), wherein lignin and hemicellulose are hydrolyzed [15]. However, if lignin content is high in the cellulosic source, the nanocellulose yield is low [15, 58].

#### 4.2. Bleaching

Pulp can be bleached to improve ageing resistance avoiding yellowing and brittleness. These two defects are mainly related to the presence of lignin. Different compounds are commonly
used for bleaching. These include hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂), chlorine dioxide (ClO₂), ozone (O₃), peracetic acid, and NaClO₂. Sulfite pulps are more readily bleached and results in high yields [59].

4.3. Oxidation

The TEMPO-mediated surface oxidation is the most commonly used chemical pretreatment conducted under aqueous and mild conditions. It converts the primary hydroxyl group (C6) to a charged aldehyde or carboxylate functional group, whereas the secondary hydroxyl moieties present in the cellulose molecule remain unaffected [1, 12]. The oxidation of cellulose fibers occurs in the presence of NaClO and catalytic amounts of 2,2,6,6 tetramethyl-1 piperidinyloxy radical (TEMPO) and NaBr as catalyst at a pH between 9 and 11 and room temperature. The higher the amount of NaClO in the reaction medium, the larger is the number of carboxylic groups formed at the surface of the CNFs and the stronger is the decrease in DP [44]. This oxidation creates negative charges on the surface of CNC [31] without changing the original fibrous morphologies [61–66]. The reaction by-product is only sodium chloride. Other N-oxyl compounds, such as the 4-hydroxy TEMPO derivative (less expensive than TEMPO), have been proposed. The residual aldehyde groups causes discoloration. In order to avoid depolymerization or discoloration of the oxidized cellulose, a TEMPO/NaClO/NaClO₂ system is employed under neutral or slightly acidic conditions [60]. This treatment also prevents the postaggregation of nanoparticles during the drying step.

A variation of this condition oxidizes wood cellulose rendering CNF with a higher molecular weight and with no aldehyde groups using a TEMPO/NaClO/NaClO₂ system at pHs ranging from 5 to 7 [67]. The TEMPO pretreatment eases the separation of the nanofibrils from each other due to the repulsive forces of the ionized carboxylate groups, which overwhelm the hydrogen bonds. The TEMPO oxidation pretreatment is usually followed by a mechanical treatment. Other less commonly used processes include oxidation at 60°C with ammonium persulfate and the sequential periodate and chlorite oxidation [68].

4.4. Ionic liquids

Ionic liquids are organic salts having no corrosive properties, no flammability, a melting point below 100°C, low vapor pressure, and low viscosities [34]. Ionic liquids dissolve cellulose and render a wide range of particle morphologies after precipitation. The ionic liquid breaks intramolecular hydrogen bonds, whereas the cations attack the O atom of the -OH, and anions attack the hydrogen atoms of the -OH group [34]. PF₆⁻, BF₄⁻, (CF₃CO₂)₂, (SbF₅)₆, (OTS)₂, (ClO₄)₂, (GeCl₄)₂, (Al₂Cl₇)₆, and (AlCl₄)₆ are the most common anions employed [69, 70].

5. Nanocellulose derivatization

This chemical treatment is performed on the surface of BC, CNC, or CNF for making them more hydrophobic reducing the agglomeration tendency of these materials. The goal of the
derivatization is to endow nanocellulose with a hydrophobic character in order to improve its compatibility with nonpolar polymers [60, 71–73].

5.1. Carboxymethylation

This process makes the surface negatively charged, promotes the formation of a stable suspension, and increases the breakup of lignocellulosic fibers [2]. If carboxymethylation is conducted before mechanical treatment, the fibers become more dispersible having a lower degree of crystallinity [72].

5.2. Acetylation

In this reaction, the C6 hydroxyl groups of cellulose are selectively converted to carboxylate groups and only NaClO and NaOH are consumed. The amount of carboxylate groups formed increases with the amount of NaClO and by employing long reaction times [74]. This reaction causes plasticization of lignocellulosic fibers [31] [54]. Further, a reaction of CNF with acetic anhydride at 105°C for 30 min causes a degree of substitution (DS) of 0.43. As a result, the contact angle increases from 33° for nonacetylated nanofibers to 115° for acetylated ones. The acetylated fibers have a lower crystallinity due to degradation of crystalline regions during the reaction.

5.3. Isocyanate

Isocyanates, in particular, octadecyl isocyanate, can generate covalent bonds with hydroxyl groups on the particle surface, rendering a degree of substitution of 0.07 and 0.09 for CNC and NFC, respectively [75].

5.4. Silylation

The reaction between silanol and OH groups of cellulose at high temperature is initiated by water. Surface silylation of CNFs from bleached softwood pulp using chlorodimethyl isopropyldisilane renders a degree of surface substitution from 0.6 to 1. Conversely, silylation of CNFs by isopropyl dimethylchlorosilane renders a CNF that forms suspensions with a shear-thinning behavior [54].

6. Physical properties

6.1. Morphology

Depending upon the source of the cellulose and the method of production, a CNF displays similar morphologies but several dimensions. Typically, a CNF and a CNC have typical diameters of 2–100 nm and between 2 and 30 nm, respectively. For instance, CNFs from wheat straw have diameters from 10 to 80 nm [22] as compared to soy hulls (20–120 nm) [20], kenaf bast (2–6 nm), wood (15 nm), bagasse (5–15 nm), rice straw (4–13 nm), soybean stock-based (50–100 nm), cotton (10–25 nm), and empty fruit bunch (10–30 nm) [31, 76–85].
6.2. Crystallinity

Crystallinity is highly dependent on the lignocellulosic source. For instance, crystallinity of flax, rutabaga, and wood CNFs are 59%, 64%, and 54%, respectively, whereas a crystallinity of 85.9%, 76%, 84.9%, 94%, 80.6%, and 81.7% has been found for CNCs obtained from sisal, rice husk, flax, cotton, corn stover, and commercial MCC, respectively. On the other hand, a DC of 78% and 70% has been obtained for wheat straw [22] and soy hull CNFs, respectively. Further, very low values have been obtained for beet pulp ~30–40% [20]. The degree of crystallinity ranges in the order: pineapple > banana > jute, and this order agrees with the values of cellulose content determined in these samples. Usually, CNCs prepared from H_2SO_4 have lower crystalline values than those prepared from HCl. In addition, the increase in hydrolysis time also increases crystallinity due to the elimination of amorphous regions [15].

6.3. Thermal properties

The thermal degradation of lignocellulosic materials begins with an early decomposition of hemicelluloses, followed by an early stage of pyrolysis of lignin, depolymerization, active flaming combustion, and char oxidation. Further, CNF has a high degradation temperature onset (350°C) and better thermal behavior than hemicellulose, pectin, and lignin. On the contrary, the onset of the thermal degradation of CNC typically occurs at 200–300°C[86]. CNC with lower sulfate content have better thermal stability [53]. On the other hand, banana CNF exhibited three main weight loss regions. The initial weight is mainly due to moisture evaporation followed by thermal depolymerization of hemicellulose and the cleavage of glycosidic linkages of cellulose. The broad peak in the region from 200°C to 500°C is due to residual lignin components. A convection drying of a CNF removes water slowly causing the formation of aggregates. Therefore, the dried CNF presents a lower degree of thermal stability than that of the original fibers. [19].

6.4. Degree of Polymerization (DP) and mechanical properties

DP is strongly correlated with the aspect ratio of the nanofibers. As explained previously, any pretreatment process also reduces the DP. On the other hand, the mechanical properties of cellulose nanoparticles depend on morphology, geometrical dimensions, crystal structure, crystallinity, and the process used to produce CNCs and CNFs. For instance, the DP of softwood is 2249, but the DP of sulfated CNF is 825. Further, the tensile strength of native CNCs ranges from 7.5 to 7.7 GPa. Further, the Young’s modulus of CNCs is estimated to lie between 130 and 250 GPa.

6.5. Hornification

Drying of individual cellulose nanoparticles creates irreversible agglomeration affecting their dimension and, therefore, their unique properties [87]. This irreversible agglomeration is known as hornification and is related to the hydrogen bonds formed [81]. If freeze-drying or supercritical drying with CO_2 is used, agglomeration is avoided [87–89].
6.6. Film properties

CNF gels can be diluted and either cast or vacuum filtered followed by drying to form stiff films due to the formation of an interfibrillar hydrogen bonding network [63, 90–93]. For instance, CNF films obtained from sugar beet have values of tensile strength and modulus of 104 MPa and 3.5 GPa, respectively [37, 61, 94].

6.7. Surface area

Cellulose nanoparticles have a high specific surface area (SSA). Typically, cellulose nanoparticles have SSA ranging from 50 to 200 g/m². Conversely, the SSA of nanocellulose aerogels ranges higher from 250 to 350 m²/g and have a very low density (0.02 g/cm³) and a high porosity of 98% [61, 63, 94].

6.8. Rheological properties

CNF suspensions exhibit a shear-thinning behavior and pseudoplasticity, which in turn depends on the pH medium [95]. Further, sulfate cellulose shows a pH-dependent viscosity profile due to electrostatic interactions. Moreover, a CNF suspension has a decreasing viscosity with increasing shear rates. Further, CNF also has a high elastic modulus due to the entangled network structure [96].

6.9. Water sorption and permeability

CNFs are able to form films with a low moisture diffusivity due to a rigid fiber network [90] and, thus, have excellent barrier properties [90]. The water vapor transfer rate (WVTR) of CNFs films are 20% smaller than those made of macrofibers (from 20% to 30%). CNC films are expected to provide a better barrier to water since CNC films have a more crystalline nature than CNF [90].

6.10. Oxygen barrier

The oxygen transmittance rate of CNF at 0% RH is in the range 17–18 mL/m²/day. The increase of RH increases the oxygen permeability due to the limited hydrogen bonding and loose network caused by the incoming water molecules. The water and oxygen permeability decreased with increasing film thickness due to the lack of interconnectivity of pores [63].

7. Toxicity

CNCs have low toxicity and low environmental risk according to ecotoxicological tests with several aquatic species (e.g., Daphnia, rainbow trout and fathead minnow). Further, cytotoxicity (intracellular toxic effect) and proinflammatory response are significantly lower than those for MWCNT (multiwalled carbon nanotubes) and CAF (crocidolite asbestos fibers). CNF shows no toxicity and genotoxicity in vitro [97]. The toxicity of BC nanofibers has been
successfully evaluated in vitro through cell viability and flow cytometric assays and in vivo using C57/B16 mice surgeries. Further, BC shows no toxicity in human umbilical vein endothelial cell culture, fibroblasts, and chondrocytes. The in vitro evaluation also shows that 95% of the mesenchymal stem cells aggregate to cellulose membrane [98, 99] (Fig. 3).

8. Biomedical applications

8.1. Biological benefits

Nanocellulose has been mainly used as a filler in nanocomposites because of its good mechanical properties due to their biodegradability, renewability, availability, sustainability, lower cost, lower weight, higher mechanical strength, biocompatibility, high hydrophilicity, and high surface area [94, 100, 101–105]. It evades adverse tissue reactions, and unlike proteins, its polysaccharide nature makes it less immunogenic and nonhemolytic. It also promotes cellular interaction and tissue development. It is a slow/nondegrading material in vivo and in vitro, which makes it suitable for use as a scaffold providing a long-term support, sustains high loads, and has a high wear resistance. The biomedical industry includes skin replacements for burnings and wounds; drug releasing system; blood vessel growth; nerves, gum, and dura mater reconstruction; scaffolds for tissue engineering; stent covering; and bone reconstruction. The cellulose nanoparticle surface dictates cellular response by interfering with cellular adhesion, proliferation, migration, and functioning. On the other hand, cells support, hold, synthesize the matrix for the new tissues, and keep the proper growth ambient, whereas the growth factors promote the cell regeneration [97, 101, 106, 107].

In one study, a charged CNC–FITC and newly synthesized CNC–rhodamine B isothiocyanate (RBITC) were synthesized, and in vitro cellular uptake studies showed that the positively charged CNC-RBITC was taken up by human embryonic kidney (HEK) and Spodoptera frugiperda (Sf9) cells without any noticeable cytotoxic effect on the two cell lines [108].

8.2. Biosensors and diagnostics

CNFs serve as a suitable platform for immobilization of bioactive molecules (e.g., enzymes, antibodies, etc.), which is useful in biosensors and diagnostics. For example, novel gold bacterial cellulose (Au-BC) nanocomposites have been prepared by a one-step biotemplated method in aqueous suspensions. This material shows excellent biocompatibility, good conductivity, and ultrafine nanofiber network structure, which makes it able to entrap horseradish peroxidase (HRP), maintaining enzyme bioactivity. HRP biosensors allow detection of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) with a detection limit lower than 1 \( \mu \text{M} \) [109]. CNF films carboxylated with TEMPO and activated via EDC/NHS coupling have been used to immobilize the antibody (antihuman immunoglobulin G (anti-IgG)) by physical adsorption. This surface can detect positively charged molecules. A TEMPO-activated film has also been used to conjugate Avidin for selectively capturing biotinylated molecules (anti-IgG) [109, 110].
Another study showed CNF to prepare support films with carboxyl groups, which are then converted to amine-reactive species. These substrates were then used to bind polyclonal anti-IgG. The CNF surface can also be activated by copolymer grafting. Thus, a peptide with specific affinity to human IgG is conjugated to the grafted polymer having a high selectivity.

Proteins such as collagen, elastin, hyaluronan, and growth factors such as the basic fibroblast growth factor (B-FGF), human epidermal growth factor (H-EGF), and keratinocyte growth factor (KGF) have been immobilized on macroporous BC to improve biocompatibility. The attachment of cells can be improved by utilizing adhesive amino acid sequences, such as Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) found in several extracellular matrix proteins [111, 112].

Peptides such as the HWRGWV peptide can be immobilized on the TEMPO-activated film to detect human IgG. Thus, the acetylated peptide is covalently immobilized to the spacers on CNF via amide reaction. For instance, chitosan can be physically adsorbed onto the CNF and used as a spacer. The resulting biosensor has a very high specific binding capability for IgG and exhibits excellent resistance for nonspecific protein adsorption [113]. In another study, Edwards et al. created biosensors based on CNC by peptide conjugation for detection of human neutrophil elastase [114].

Figure 3. Biomedical applications of cellulose nanoparticles.
On the other hand, CNCs have been used as electrochemical sensors to selectively detect DNA hybridization. DNA oligomers were grafted onto TEMPO-oxidized CNC produced from cotton. This DNA-grafted CNC is able to self-assembling into larger aggregates as compared to the unmodified CNC. In another study, silver nanoparticles were obtained onto TEMPO-mediated oxidized CNC by using NaBH₄ as a reducing agent. The presence of CNC prevented the aggregation of the nanoparticles [115].

Moreover, the layer by layer (LbL) assembly technique has been used to adsorb collagen onto the surface of CNF. The LbL technique has also been used to prepare a luminescent single-walled carbon nanotube–CNC films enhancing their water dispersibility [116].

Dong et al. synthesized folic acid (FA)-grafted CNCs and explored their folate-receptor-mediated uptake by human and rat brain tumor cells. First, CNCs were labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) for detection in the cells and were then conjugated with FA. In vitro studies showed that the cellular binding of the FITC–CNC–FA by the folate receptor (which is overexpressed by cancer cells) was higher than that of the free FA [117].

8.3. Skin tissue repair

Nanocellulose membranes could serve as an infection barrier, prevent loss of fluids, have a painkiller effect, allow drugs to be easily applied, and also absorb the purulent fluids during all inflammatory stages, expelling them later on in a controlled and painless manner [118].

Properties such as biocompatibility, high superficial area, high water absorption capacity, high elastic modulus, low thermal expansion coefficient, optical transparency, anisotropy, and flexible surface chemistry endow nanocellulose with suitable wound dressing applications. For instance, a membrane has been developed with BC and propolis extract, rendering antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory activities in chronic wounds absorbing purulent exudates. Further, it eases the BC removal from a wound surface after recovery [97].

Traditionally, skin tissue repair materials have been absorbent, permeable materials such as gauze, which can adhere to desiccated wound surfaces inducing trauma upon removal [119, 120]. BC controls wound dressing since it can control wound exudates and can provide a moist environment to a wound resulting in better wound healing. For instance, Biofill® is a commercial product of BC used as a temporary substitute for human skin in cases of second and third degree burns.

Czaja et al. showed that the skin of the patients whose burns were covered with a BC membrane healed faster than the wounds of patients who received conventional wound dressings. This is explained by the faster tissue regeneration, capillary formation and cell proliferation [121].

In a different study, BC wound dressing materials were compared to two different commercial dressings, Vaseline gauze, and Alginit M in a rat model. This study showed that BC-dressed animals had more rapid wound healing within 14 days without any evidence of toxicity [122]. Further, BC, gelatin, and alginate composite membranes showed the successful growth of NIH/3T3-type cells and, hence, proved potential as a skin tissue regeneration template [123].
The addition of chitosan to a tempo-oxidized BC renders a composite with high superior mechanical properties, water holding capacity, and water release rate, and thus, these composites can be used for wound dressing [124].

BC has also been used in a surgery of the lateral wall of the nose preventing nasal bleeding, surgical wound infections, local pain, and clotting [125]. Therefore, it provides a more rapid healing without the formation of crusts and prevent infection without the need for removal as compared to commercial nasal packing which causes a great discomfort upon removal [125].

A nanocellulose membrane has also been implanted into the subcutaneous tissue of diabetic rats for 12 weeks. Rats showed no macroscopic signs of inflammation around the implants, no formation of fibrotic capsule or giant cells, and fibroblasts were fully integrated to the cellulosic membrane and started to synthesize collagen [126].

8.4. Cortical implants

Neural interfaces are able to record neural signals from individual neurons or small groups of neurons in the brain. The most common neural interfaces are made of iridium oxide, silicon, platinum, titanium, glassy carbon, gold, and stainless steel. However, they cause glia encapsulation at the electrode interface, leading to neuron death near the surface of the implanted electrode. For this reason, adaptive cellulose nanoparticles interfaces should be stiff enough to be easily implanted into the brain but subsequently soften under in vivo conditions to closely match the stiffness of the brain tissue.

This nanocellulosic interface relies on stiff collagen fibers dispersed throughout a soft fibrillin matrix. Because of the abundance of surface hydroxyl groups, CNCs strongly interact with each other through hydrogen bonding and/or van der Waals’ forces, but exposure to water reduces CNC–CNC interactions because of competitive hydrogen bonding or interfacial interactions with intermolecular van der Waal’s forces. For instance, CNCs isolated from tunicate sea creatures have been successfully integrated into a rubbery ethylene oxide-epichlorohydrin copolymer matrix having a lower stiffness than conventional electrodes [127].

Another study reported the development of poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) and CNCs composites showing a dual responsive behavior. Upon exposure to physiological conditions, the composites are plasticized and the CNC network loses its stiffness capabilities due to the loss of hydrogen bonding. Once these composites were implanted in the pia mater of the cerebral cortex of a rat, the initial stiffness rapidly decreased matching that of the brain tissue [128, 129]. These adaptive microelectrodes implanted into a rat cortex for 8 weeks increased the cell density at the electrode–tissue interface. After 16 weeks of implantation, there was no neuron death surrounding PVAc/CNC implants as compared to PVAc-coated microelectrodes [130].

Another cortical implant in rats containing CNC/PVA and curcumin showed that after 4 weeks, curcumin promoted higher neuron survival and a more stable blood–brain barrier than the neat PVA controls [131].

8.5. Vascular grafts

BC-based implants have been developed to replace synthetic by-pass implants made of polytetrafluoroethylene, poly(ethylene terephthalate), polyethylene, and polyurethane.
Further, BC tubes have been successfully used to replace carotid arteries in rats, pigs, and sheep without any rejection after 4 weeks [127].

One study showed that the mechanical properties of CNC-PVA composites are similar to that of cardiovascular tissues, such as aorta and heart valve leaflets. For instance, the stress–strain properties for porcine aorta and heart valve tissue matches those of PVA-nanocellulose composites in the circumferential and the axial tissue directions [132].

The nanocellulose implants have been attached in the carotid artery of rats for 1 year, resulting in incorporation nanocellulose forming neointima and ingrowth of active fibroblasts. In another study, the grafts were used to successfully replace the carotid arteries of pigs [133]. Further, cellulose and chitosan composites have been successfully used to produce hollow tubes with a compliance compared to that of human coronary arteries showing potential for coronary artery bypass graft applications [134].

In one study, part of the carotid artery (4–6 mm) of a rat was replaced using BC and after 4 weeks, the BC complex was wrapped up with connective tissue and was infused with small vessels [28, 135]. BC porous surfaces have also been reported to maintain fiber network arrangement viable in endothelial cells for 20 days [136]. Further, the surface modification of BC by nitrogen-containing plasma improved cell adhesion and proliferation of the endothelial and neuroblast cells [137].

8.6. Medical implants

Medical implants must have mechanical characteristics as the tissue it replaces. It must also show nonthrombogenicity, sterilizability, durability, lesser degree of calcification, and good processability. The implant should be biocompatible with the host tissues in terms of chemical, mechanical, surface chemistry, and pharmacological properties.

BC is a good candidate for use as medical implants since it is nondegradable under physiological conditions and provides durable mechanical properties and chemical stability. One study showed that the mechanical properties of the BC gel with collagen meniscal implants were similar in magnitude to the ones of pig menisci [138].

Further, an ear-shaped BC prototype material showed suitable mechanical properties for ear cartilage replacement for a customized patient-specific ear shapes [139].

A nanocellulose membrane has also been implanted in the nasal dorsum of 22 rabbits as an excellent substitute of bone cartilage. After 6 months, residual inflammation was attributed to the surgical procedure itself and not to the cellulosic membrane [140].

The cartilage that covers the trochlear groove in dogs is composed of chondrocytes. Further, BC was utilized successfully in experimental trochleoplasty in dogs, showing advantage in respect to conventional treatment for osteochondral injuries [141]. Moreover, BC membrane was applied in the tissue formation of fibrocartilage ripe, resulting in a good integration of the newly formed tissue.
Other researchers have successfully incorporated BC and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes in rats to correct abdominal wall defects [142]. Further, BC implanted in the peritoneum of dogs formed an integrated net along the conjunctive tissue after 6 months [143].

On the other hand, the biggest challenge in dental applications is the loss of alveolar bone. For this reason, synthetic hydroxyapatite (HAP-91) was implanted in the dental cavities and covered by nanocellulose membranes. Nanocellulose promoted faster bone regeneration and resembled those of the original tissue after 50 days [144].

A bandage product derived from BC (Gengiflex®) restores the osseous defects. It consists of an inner layer of microbial cellulose, which offers rigidity to the membrane, and an outer layer of alkali cellulose. A greater amount of bone formation was present in bone defects protected by the BC membrane, when compared to the control sites [145, 146].

BC membranes were tested as physical barriers used to treat bone defects. In this scenario, two osseous defects (8 mm in diameter) were performed in each hind foot of four adult rabbits. After 3 months, the bone defects showed lamellar bone formation resulting in partial bone deposition [147].

8.7. Cell culture and scaffolds

The asymmetric structure of a scaffold is composed of a fine network of nanofibrils, which is similar to a collagen network, which promotes the adhesion and proliferation of muscle cells [97, 101]. BC has shown significantly higher levels of chondrocyte growth, suggesting the potential application of scaffolds for cartilage tissue engineering [148]. The beneficial properties of CNF are based on its unique nanofibrillar structure, mimicking properties of the extracellular matrix, and thus, a CNF scaffold promotes hepatocyte 3D cell culture without added bioactive components.

Nanocellulose and hydroxyapatite (HA) are both capable of bone replacement because of their properties, including biocompatibility with the human body, bioactivity, osteoconductivity, and noninflammatory properties [74]. Further, nanocellulose has also been soaked into HA to develop a composite scaffold for bone regeneration. Thus, CNC/HA scaffolds were prepared by absorption of HA onto the BC surface to induce nucleation of calcium-deficient HA. The presence of calcium-deficient HA crystals on the BC surface increased cell attachment and alkaline phosphatase activity on bone cells. Further, nanocellulose has been combined with polyacrylamide and gelatin, yielding hydrogels with improved toughness [149].

Moreover, enzymatically modified gelatin (EMG) and nanocellulose composites have been prepared to improve the rehydration properties and, thus, can be used as scaffold for the cornea tissue since the stromal cells are able to grow into the scaffold [150].

In one study, BC and poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-4-hydroxybutyrate) (P(3HB-co-4HB)) composite scaffolds showed excellent biocompatibility in Chinese hamster lung (CHL) fibroblast cells [151]. Further, the BC and alginate composite (80:20 w/w) dried by supercritical carbon dioxide formed a nanoporous structure, which supports the proliferation of keratinocytes and gingival fibroblasts [152, 153].
In another study, nanocellulose/PEG composite scaffolds were prepared by soaking a nanocellulose hydrogel with a PEG solution forming scaffold with improved thermal stability. Results indicated that the Young’s modulus and tensile strength tended to decrease while the elongation at break had a slight increase. Thus, the prepared nanocellulose/PEG composite scaffolds were suitable for cell attachment [154].

The functionalization of the BC surface with recombinant proteins containing a bioactive peptide (IKVAV) and a carbohydrate-binding module (CBM3) has improved their biocompatibility with neuronal and mesenchymal cells [155]. BC cross-linked with heparin is able to prevent the formation of blood clots [156]. A natural peptide called as polylysine (PLL) has been cross-linked to the surface of BC resembling the collagen fibers and composition of natural bone [157].

CNCs have been coated with 2-hydroxyethylmethacrylate and methacrylic functional groups forming hydrogels with excellent mechanical properties comparable to articular cartilage with hydrogel-like properties [158].

One study reported the creation composites based on BC and type I collagen (COL) for potential bone tissue engineering, in which collagen was covalently introduced into the BC network. Further, cell culture with osteogenic cells revealed that collagen did not affect cell adhesion and proliferation or its morphology [159]. Heparin and nanocellulose scaffolds have been prepared with anticoagulant properties for potential use in vascular tissue engineering [160].

Further, grafted zwitterionic carboxybetaine improved CNF membrane blood compatibility. In another study, dialdehyde BC membranes supported the epidermal cell adhesion and proliferation [161].

BC has also been used to treat wounds in diabetic foot ulcers. The mean time for 75% epithelization was achieved in 79 days, and BC shortened the epithelization time as compared to Xeroform™® Petrolatum gauze [162]. Another study showed a complete closure of the facial wound within 44 days with no significant signs of extensive scarring [121]. Further, the release of BC dressing from the wound is a painless operation due to the moisture still present in the cellulose structure [163].

A nanogel made of poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide-co-butyl methacrylate), BC, and a surfactant has been produced by emulsion polymerization. This nanogel showed a thermal responsive behavior from a swollen to shrunken gel with increasing temperature. This is explained by the decrease of hydrogen bonding interactions with temperature [164].

8.8. Antimicrobial activity

Nanocellulose intrinsically does not possess any antimicrobial property. Therefore, it needs to be functionalized with antimicrobial agents. For instance, chemical grafting of aminoalkyl groups [165], 2-benzyl-4- chlorophenol [166], and L-cysteine [167], onto the surface of the cellulose backbone has been reported [168]. In one study, a BC film was soaked in a benzal-
konium chloride solution, resulting in antimicrobial activity against *Staphylococcus aureus* and *Bacillus subtilis*, which are bacteria generally found on contaminated wounds [169].

The electrospun composite nanofiber membrane containing bis(N-chloro-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl) sebacate (Cl-BTMP) showed significant antimicrobial activity against *S. aureus*, *Escherichia coli*, and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* attributed to the aggregation of Cl-BTMP. Further, nanocomposites with curcumin rendered antimicrobial activity against *E. coli* and *S. aureus* over a period of 24 h [170].

The immersion of BC in a silver nitrate solution, followed by reduction of absorbed silver ions (Ag+) with sodium borohydride, formed metallic silver nanoparticles with antimicrobial activity against *E. coli* and *S. aureus* [169]. Further, aminoalkyl-grafted bacterial nanocellulose (BC-NH2) membranes were prepared by hydrolysis of the silane derivative, adsorption of the hydrolyzed species onto BC nanofibrils, followed by a chemical condensation reaction. These BC–NH2 membranes showed antimicrobial activity against *E. coli* and *S. aureus* after 24 h [167].

In another study, composites of CNF and chitin nanocrystals formed a 3D network with bactericidal activity against *E. coli*. On the other hand, the in situ sol-gel formation of silver and gold particles within CNF endowed it with antibacterial activity against *E. coli*, *S. aureus*, and *Klebsiella pneumonia* strains. The assembly of the CNFs and silver nanoparticle (AgNP) composites occurs through electrostatic interactions. Another strategy of incorporation of silver is through magnetic interaction where the 3D structure of cellulose provides plenty of sites for heterogeneous nucleation of magnetite rendering a high antimicrobial activity against *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* [2]. Further, nanocomposite films prepared by the addition of cellulose nanocrystals, with silver nanoparticles, in a PLA matrix generate an antibacterial film against *S. aureus* and *E. coli* [171]. Silver ions interfere with the respiratory chain causing a decrease in bacterial viability [172–174]. Moreover, Ag and Au nanoparticles have been synthesized on CNC using cationic surfactants such a CTABr [175, 176].

In one study, BC was first homogenized with a ferric and ferrous salt mixture followed by soaking in dopamine and silver nitrate solution. The resulting magnetic silver/BC nanocomposites had antimicrobial activity against *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* were developed.

8.9. Drug delivery

The abundant surface hydroxyl groups in nanocellulose provide a site for the surface modification by a variety of methods. Surface modification modulates the loading and release of nonionized or hydrophobic drugs that would not normally bind to nanocellulose. For instance, poly(caprolactone) chains might be conjugated onto CNC for drug release [31].

PVA and methyl cellulose form an interpenetrating polymer network through cross-linking with epichlorohydrin and serve as a carrier to load a drug for controlled release [31]. Further, coating of CNC with a cationic surfactant such as cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTABr) has been useful to load significant quantities of anticancer agents for controlled release [177–179]. In one study, nanoparticles of itraconazole were stabilized by the nanostructured cellulose matrix during freeze-drying and storage increasing its dissolution rate and in vivo performance [177].
On the other hand, spray-dried CNFs were produced in order to increase the long-term stability of drugs due to a better ability to pack having a low porosity and forming fast disintegrating tablets [179]. Further, BC membranes loaded with lidocaine rendered lower permeation rates in the skin than traditional drug delivery systems. The greatest advantage of the BC membrane is the combination of its wound healing capacity and the ability to absorb exudates with the release of antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory drugs [180].

In another study, freeze-dried BC and serum albumin composites were investigated as potential drug delivery systems for proteins [110]. In one report, CNC was oxidized with periodic acid to graft a spacer molecule (aminobutyric acid), and then syringyl alcohol was attached. In another investigation, calcium peroxide (CPO) was embedded into highly porous CNCs to produce \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) whereas catalase was added to convert the generated \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) to \( \text{O}_2 \), increasing cell survival up to 5 days [181].

Weng et al. created biodegradables cellulose microspheres loaded with doxorubicin for arterial embolization applications. They showed a burst release profile within 8 h followed by a release plateau over a 24-h period in rabbits [182].

Further, docetaxel-loaded CMC-based nanoparticles have been produced for enhanced cytotoxicity against cancer cells releasing 100% of drug within 3 weeks inhibiting 90% of tumor growth [183]. In another study, CMC gels were produced by polymerization of oligo(ethylene oxide)-methacrylate (OEOMA) in the presence of CNC. These gels have a dual drug release in response to acidic pH and thiol-reducing agents [184].

Zoppe and collaborators applied CNC-based systems as viral inhibitors (alphavirus infectivity) and suggested that CNC can be used for inhibition of HIV [185].

9. Conclusion

The attractive properties of nanocellulosic materials such as biodegradability, biocompactibility, renewability, low density, high strength, good stiffness, low thermal expansion, and high aspect ratio make them suitable for biomedical applications. For this reason, the number of publications and patents related to these applications has skyrocketed in the last 5 years. However, a great effort has still to be made to reduce the high cost involved with the production process of nanocellulose intended for biomedical use.
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